Math@Mac Online Mathematics Competition 2018 – Results

This year, we had a total of 509 teams from 41 schools compete in our online mathematics competition held on Wednesday, November 28, 2018.

Teams were ranked based first on the number of correct answers, and then second on the total elapsed time between log in and answer submission.

Winning teams will receive $100 per team. We are very pleased to announce the following winners in three categories:

** Contest Winners **

**Grades 9-10:**

**1st Place:** George Paraschiv, Andrew Wu, Marc Garneau C.I.

**2nd Place:** Bohdan Hrotovytshky, Bishop Allen Academy

**3rd Place:** Henry Ren, Ethan Hu, Marc Garneau C.I.

**Grade 11:**

**1st Place:** Emily Liu, Daniel Yang, University of Toronto Schools

**2nd Place:** Navya Sheth, Urmia Sheth, Oakville Trafalgar High School

**3rd Place:** Halley Halim, Emily Wan, University of Toronto Schools

**Grade 12:**

**1st Place:** Eric Shen, Ethan Liu, University of Toronto Schools

**2nd Place:** Leo Tenenbaum, William Szeto, University of Toronto Schools

**3rd Place:** Edward Shen, Anna Xia, Marc Garneau C.I.
We would also like to recognize the following teams which achieved outstanding results:

**Honourable Mentions**

Kevin Wan, *Marc Garneau C.I.*
Harry Jin, Lisa Zhan, *Oakville Trafalgar High School*
Andrew Yuan, Jingzhi Liang, *Marc Garneau C.I.*
Felix Yu, Patrick Su, *Crescent School*
Howard Halim, Steven Mai, *University of Toronto Schools*
David Tang, Andrew Marin, *University of Toronto Schools*
Hshmat Sahak, Victor Guo, *Marc Garneau C.I.*
Miranda Liu, Long Rui, *Don Mills, C.I.*
Richard Chen, Daniel Song, *Westmount Secondary School*
Shane Ding, Matthew Yang, *White Oaks Secondary School*
Harry Zhao, Daniel Jin, *Marc Garneau C.I.*
Alana Kirkland, Lyvia Yanover, *Sir Allan MacNab Secondary School*
Arif Aulakh, Gabriel Beiner, *University of Toronto Schools*
Audrey Liu, Linda Liu, *White Oaks Secondary School*
Henry Rui, Yao Tang, Tony An, *Marc Garneau C.I.*
Stone Hu, Matas Keras, *University of Toronto Schools*
Andrew Liang and Richard Zhang, *Marc Garneau C.I.*
Derek Yuan, Kevin Li, *Oakville Trafalgar High School*
Malhar Singh, Ethan Smith, *Oakville Trafalgar High School*
Girik Sur, Tony Fu, *White Oaks Secondary School*
Kai Wen Yang, Girish Rengadurai, *Victoria Park C.I.*
Nina Li, Terry Lu, *Oakville Trafalgar High School*
Johnny Wang, Jim Liu, *Crescent School*
Ted Ferris, Justin Lu, *Crescent School*
Michael Farkouh, Max Hu, *Crescent School*

George Wang, Aaron Zhou, *University of Toronto Schools*

Mike Zou, *Ancaster High School*

Leon Si, Thomas Wang, *Victoria Park C.I.*

Eric Du, Miranda Guo, *Marc Garneau C.I.*

Constance Wang, Amir Roshankar, *Victoria Park C.I.*

Fardin Islam and Denis Hu, *Marc Garneau C.I.*

Ria Choksi, *Victoria Park C.I.*

---

**Top Five International Teams**

Gordana Stojanova, Dimitar Dzorlev, Violeta Dzorleva, Makedonka Grozdanova, Eleonora Larareva, *SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia*

Dmitar Zvonimir Mitev, Darko Perovanovic, Krste Simeonov, Marija Serafimovska, *SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia*

Biljana Vitanova, Zora Lazareva, *SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia*

Katerina Stoilova, Zule Nikolova, Martin Stojkov, Ivan Ristov, *SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia*

Slobodanka Dimitrova, Katerina Miteva, *SOU Jane Sandanski, Republic of Macedonia*

---

*Thank you to all those who participated in the competition!*